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What Does “Taxable” Mean?
“Taxable” can mean a few different things. Before discussing
fellowships, a few basic tax concepts:
•

Gross income: required to be reported on a personal tax return.
Every single time Harvard transfers money or other value to
someone, even to reimburse that person for an expense, it’s
considered gross income to the recipient – unless an exclusion
applies.

•

Reportable: required to be reported to the IRS and the individual

•

Withholdings: taxes taken out of a payment up front

•

Business expense reimbursement: repayment for a University
expense that a person paid for out of pocket – not included in
gross income
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•

Policy Overview

Guidance on when to treat expenses of students and nonemployee postdocs as
Business expense
reimbursements

(which are NOT
included in gross
income)

…and when
to treat
them as

Fellowship payments
(which ARE included in gross
income…unless a specific
exclusion applies)

•

We’ve interpreted the IRS guidance in the policy and applied it to
some common situations at Harvard

•

Determinations around fellowships are fact-specific and often
require judgment. We can’t eliminate all of the confusion
surrounding fellowships, but we hope to reduce it.

•

Note: policy assumes that postdocs have been classified correctly (as employees or nonemployees)
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Student/Fellow Payments That Are Gross
Income: Fellowships
Anytime Harvard pays or allows expenses to a student or postdoc, it
could be considered a fellowship payment.
A fellowship is an amount paid or allowed on behalf of an individual
to aid that individual in his or her personal scholarship.
Characteristics of fellowships:
•
•
•
•

Payment is made for activities in which the University is relatively disinterested or the
research is student-led; or
The project/research's primary purpose and original intent is to further the student's
education or training, rather than advance University research or scholarship; or
The University obtains little or no benefit; or
Activities are performed primarily to contribute to the development of the skills needed
in the student's studies.

Note: payments to support an individual’s living or other personal expenses (e.g., rent,
health insurance) are always gross income to that individual.
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Student/Fellow Payments That Are NOT Gross Income
Some payments to students/ fellows can be excluded from gross
income if they meet certain exclusions. The most common ones
we will see at Harvard are:
1. Qualified Fellowships and Pass Through Course Costs
2. University Business Expenses
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Student/Fellow Payments That Are NOT Gross Income:
1 - Qualified Fellowships and Pass Through Course Costs

•

A fellowship can be qualified, meaning non-taxable to the recipient, if it is for required
tuition and fees for a degree program. At Harvard we usually call qualified fellowship
payments “scholarships.”

•

However, payment for travel or other expenses can also be qualified, meaning nontaxable to the recipient, if:
–
–
–

The travel or other expense is required as part of a course (see below); and
The recipient is a registered degree candidate; and
The expenses are necessary in delivering the course and budgeted as part of the course cost.

•

Process on a Non-employee Reimbursement (“NR”) and include in the business
purpose a description of the expense and “required course cost for degree candidate.”

•

Note: the costs must be related to a requirement of an actual course; costs related to a requirement of a
program unconnected to a specific course MUST be treated as fellowship payments
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Student/Fellow Payments That Are NOT Gross Income:
2 - University Business Expenses

Expenses may be reimbursed as University business expenses if a faculty
member or another authorized Harvard employee determines that the expense
is in direct support of University research or scholarship
Characteristics of expenses in direct support of University research or scholarship:
• The expense is appropriate to charge to a faculty member’s grant funds or to other
departmental research funds; or
• Expenses are incurred in the course of activity where the purpose and original intent is
for the University to obtain useful results from the project/research; or
• Expenses are incurred in the course of activity where the results or the research will be
used by the University; or
• Expenses are incurred in the course of activities that advance research or scholarship
supported by a Harvard department or being undertaken by a PI.
Note: In these cases, the payments are NOT for living or personal expenses of the
individual; rather the payments are for University business expenses.
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Criteria for University Business Expenses
QUESTION: So…if my department does physics, does ANY
research that has ANYTHING to do with physics qualify as
“direct support”?
ANSWER: No, there has to be factual connection between the
research/scholarship of the department and the
student/fellow’s research that makes sense to a reasonable
person. Imagine that the recipient is being audited by the IRS
and you have to explain to an agent how the research is
related.
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Specific Guidance for Conferences
Conference expenses are in direct support of University
research or scholarship when the purpose is:
• Speaking/presenting a paper, poster, or serving on a panel on
Harvard’s behalf; or
• Attending a conference, field site, or off-campus laboratory to
gain information directly related to University research or
scholarship which will be relayed to others within the
University
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Prizes
• A prize is a payment predicated on past accomplishment (like
writing a winning essay, earning the highest grade, etc.)
• Prized have special tax treatment – treated as service income
• MUST be charged to object code 6462, “Prizes, Students,
General” or 8693, “Prizes to Nonempl, Nonstud”
• Amounts charged to this object code will generate a Form
1099 to US tax residents if amounts => $600 in a calendar
year, and will be reportable for nonresident aliens
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Reporting Requirements
Fellowship
US Tax Residents

Non-Resident Aliens

•

•
Harvard is not
required to report
payments to the
IRS or to the
recipient

•

No withholding is
required

•

Recipient must
self-report as
gross income

•

Prize
US Tax Residents

•
Harvard is
required to report
payments to the
IRS and to the
recipient on Form
1042-S
Withholding is
required (usually
at 14% or 30%)
but can be
reduced by tax
treaties if
available

•

Harvard must
report to the IRS
and issue prize
recipients a Form
1099 if the prize
amount is $600
or more
1099MISC Box 3

Non-Resident Aliens
•

Harvard is
required to report
payments to the
IRS and to the
recipient on Form
1042-S

•

Withholding is
required (usually
at 14% or 30%)
but can be
reduced by tax
treaties if
available

Tax Advice: No Harvard University employee may provide individuals with specific advice on personal tax matters; individuals in need of personal
advice should consult a personal tax advisor. The Harvard International Office offers international students access to Windstar; a software program to
assist certain foreign nationals in determining tax status and will prepare appropriate tax forms. See: http://www.hio.harvard.edu/tax-filing-information
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Pop Quiz!
Q: Jackson is a sophomore in the degree program in dentistry. This year, in addition to tuition, he is required to
pay a fee to the university for the rental of the dental equipment he will use in the program.
A: Because the equipment rental fee must be paid to the school for enrollment and attendance, Jackson's
equipment rental fee is a qualified education expense.
Q: Laila receives external funding to support her tuition and fees with funds left over for living expenses.
A: The amount that supports tuition and fees is qualified while the amount paid towards living expenses is
nonqualified.
Q: Kas received a training grant from the National Institutes of Health that will cover health insurance.
A: Insurance is always considered a nonqualified expense.
Q: A student incurs travel expenses while traveling to California to present at a conference, where the student’s
and mentor’s names are published (poster, website, brochure) as a presenter/contributor at the conference.
A: This is a Harvard business expense reimbursement and considered qualified/nontaxable.
Q: Individual doing her own research at Harvard is given a travel allowance to conduct fieldwork related to her
research.
A: Nonqualified Fellowship. This is a travel grant to the individual.
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Common Payments to Students and Nonstudents
Type

•
•

Definition

PR or NR?

Taxable?

Prize or Award

A gift for a task well done or a past accomplishment, i.e.,
writing the best essay, earnings the highest GPA

HCOM - PR

Yes

Nonqualified
Fellowship (Stipend)

A payment to aid in an individual's pursuit of study or
research. A fellowship may take the form of a travel award
or allowance. This is not related to performance of services
on behalf of Harvard.

HCOM – PR

Yes

Qualified Fellowship
(Scholarship for Tuition
and Required Fees)

Payment for required tuition and fees for a degree
program.

SIS Feed – Term
Bill

No

Course Expenses

Some travel or other course expenses are nontaxable if:
• The travel or other expense is required as part of a course
(see below); and
• The recipient is a registered degree candidate; and
• The expenses are necessary in delivering the course and
budgeted as part of the course cost.

HCOM – NR

No

Harvard Business
Expense

Expenses may be reimbursed as University business
expenses if a faculty member or another authorized
Harvard employee determines that the expense is in direct
support of University research or scholarship

HCOM - NR

No

Employment or Work
or Service or
Researcher

Student must preform an action or complete a deliverable
in order to be paid.

PeopleSoft

Yes

Payments to support an individual’s living or other personal expenses (e.g., rent, health insurance) are always taxable.

PeopleSoft

HCOM – PR

Course costs must be related to a requirement of an actual course; costs related to a requirement of a program unconnected to a specific course MUST be treated as fellowship payments.

Decision Tree
Common Payments to Students and Nonemployees

Expense Reimbursements for Students and Nonemployees
START

Is the expense appropriate to charge to a faculty member’s grant
funds or to other departmental funds; or

Is the expense a “pass through course cost”
for a student enrolled in a degree
program?

Are the expenses incurred in the course of activity where the
purpose and original intent is for the University to obtain useful
results from the project/research; or

See Fellowships Toolkit page 13 for more
Are the expenses incurred in the course of activity where results
information.
NO or research will be used by the University; or
NO
Are the expenses incurred in the course of activities that advance
research or scholarship supported by a Harvard department or
being undertaken by a PI?
See Fellowships Toolkit pages 14 and 15 for more information.

This is a NON-QUALIFIED (taxable)
FELLOWSHIP payment.
Object codes 6440, 6450, 6452, 6455, 6460
Treat as reportable fellowship income
(process as an HCOM Payment Request
(“PR”) with description: “Fellowship
payment: [business purpose]”
Example: “Fellowship payment: summer
2014 travel award for B. Kimball, 6/28/17”

YES

YES

This is a NONTAXABLE REIMBURSEMENT.
(“Check the box”)
Use object code that reflects the nature of expense (e.g., travel, lodging, supplies).
treat as a non-employee reimbursement (process as an HCOM Non Employee Reimbursement (“NR”), with description “Nonemployee reimbursement: expenses in direct support of Harvard research – [business purpose]”
Example: “expenses in direct support of Harvard research – J. Smith presenting on behalf of Professor Jones at 2014 APA conference,
Chicago 9/28/2014”
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NOTE: The source of funding (i.e., sponsored research award) does NOT affect the tax treatment of the expense. The tax treatment of the expense
ALWAYS hinges on whether or not it is in DIRECT SUPPORT of University business.

Guidance for Processing Payments
• For business expense payments to individuals who are nonresident aliens
and who have not and will not be paid a service payment (honoraria), you
may reduce the Glacier requirements by setting them up using the
Business Expense Reimbursement (BER) vendor type.
• Rather than using the Non-Standard Check Processing/Check Pick-up
Form, if you have the time, you may want to use the
Deposit/Prepayment/Enclose and Special Mailing Form. The special
mailing is processed with 1-2 business days (foreign nationals may take
longer) and sent to departments via interdepartmental mail. Mail testing
averaged 1-2 business days.
• Use the in lieu of invoice form for these types of payments, checking the
correct box.

Review of Business Expense Reimbursements
(BER) Vendor Type Guidelines
• This vendor type is for business expense payments ONLY.
• Active foreign vendors, showing under the “BER- Foreign Individual”
vendor type, can be paid multiple business expense reimbursements
during their 90-day active period
• Once inactive, a “BER- Foreign Individual” vendor can be reactivated
for additional business expense reimbursements without a GLACIER
submission. Collecting immigration documents and certification
forms is still necessary for each payment
• If you need to make an income payment to a foreign individual that
is already set up as a “BER-Foreign Individual,” the payee MUST
complete GLACIER, and wait until the Vendor type has been updated
to a 1042S vendor. Requests received for income payments to a BERForeign individual will be returned to the preparer.
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Additional Materials

• Employee and Nonemployee Gifts and
Celebratory Events
• Fellowship Payments and Reimbursements for
Students and non-employee Postdocs/Fellows
• Fellowships Toolkit
• IRS Publication 970, Tax Benefits for Education
• OSP Stipends on Sponsored Awards
• OSP Stipends on Sponsored Awards
• Processing Taxable Payments
• Travel Policy

Object Codes Harvard Students
Undergraduate Tuition, Fee+Stipend
6410 Grants, GENERAL
6430 Grad Tuition+Fee Grants

Other Grants+Amounts Paid to
6460 Students
Other Undergraduate
6461 Grants^Prizes+Awards, Students

6462 Prizes, Students GENERAL

Scholarships and awards to cover the costs of tuition and fees and living expenses for
undergraduate students. All payments are credited to term bill, not paid to students.
Scholarships and awards to cover the costs of tuition and fees for graduate students.
All payments are credited to term bill, not paid to students.
Formerly "Prizes+Awards, Student, GENERAL" As of 1/1//2015, this object code can be
used for non-service payments to students not intended to cover either tuition or living
expenses; may include research and travel grants to students. Note that use of this
object code for any amount will generate a Form 1042-S for nonresident aliens. For
prizes based on past accomplishment (that will generate a Form 1099 if > $600 in a
calendar year to US tax residents), use object code 6462.
Payments for undergraduate students for study abroad, summer research, and public
service programs. Amounts are paid directly to students, or on behalf of students, and
do not represent payment for services, which must be processed through a payroll
object code.
As of 1/1/2015, this object code should only be used for prizes BASED ON PAST
ACCOMPLISHMENT paid to students; will generate a Form 1099 to US tax residents if
amounts > $600 in calendar year. Note that use of this object code for any amount will
generate a Form 1042-S for nonresident aliens.

Object Codes Nonstudents
6431

Training Grant payments, Non-Harvard
Grad Tuition+Fees

6455

Not Harvard Students, Other
Grants+Awards (Non-payroll),
GENERAL

8690

Lect Perf Automated MA WH honoraria/svc pmt/fees to vistng
lect/perf

8692

Lect Perf Exception MA WH honoraria/fees to vistng lect/perf (pmt
holds)

8693

Prizes to Nonempl, Nonstud

This object code is used to pay tuition and related fees to institutions other than Harvard (e.g. MIT, UMass,
affiliated hospitals). Generally, this is used to pay these costs for trainees on DHHS training grants awarded to
Harvard. These expenses do not take overhead. This object code should never used to pay Harvard tuition
and fees.
This includes non-payroll payments to persons for travel and research grants where the individual is not a
Harvard student and is not required to be paid under object code 6450 (payroll Fellowships). Generally
payments are for activity related to the research or teaching mission of the University and are made as a lump
sum. As an example, if an undergraduate student from another University were invited to study here for the
summer and paid a travel grant, the travel grant would be charged here.
Lecture fees, honoraria and other service payments to nonemployees, whether individuals or entities, for
lectures before audiences or classes or provision of services connected with a performance, should be charged
here EXCEPT for those payments that should be charged to 8692. Massachusetts tax withholding on this
object code is fully automated and will begin when aggregate payments by the University to a particular
vendor to object codes 8690 and 8692 during the calendar year exceed $5,000. (See object code 8692
comment for information on exceptions to automatic tax withholding.)
Lecture fees, honoraria and other service payments to nonemployees, whether individuals or entities, for
lectures before audiences or classes or provision of services connected with a performance, should be charged
here when one of the following exceptions to MA withholding is sought: (i) aggregate payments for all
personal services provided in connection with an event are AT MOST $10,000 or (ii) event is held OUTSIDE OF
MASSACHUSETTS regardless of event payment total. In addition, departments may choose to charge
payments here when a lecturer or performer has applied to the Massachusetts DOR to waive or reduce
withholding. Payments charged to this object code will be placed on hold until A/P receives documentation
supporting the relevant exception, in accordance with relevant A/P processes. For waiver or reduction of
withholding, the payment hold will be released only after DOR approval is received by the University. To avoid
unnecessary Massachusetts tax withholding, departments should comply with relevant A/P processes.
Formerly "Prizes+Awards to Nonempl, Nonstud" - this object code should only be used for prizes based on past
accomplishment paid to non-employees and nonstudents; will generate a Form 1099 to US tax residents if
amounts > $600 in calendar year. Note that use of this object code for any amount will generate a Form 1042-S
for nonresident aliens.

